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NYSE Liffe U.S., our U.S. futures exchange, was launched in 2008 and leverages NYSE Liffe's global distribution

network, leading edge technology and broad range of risk management products to benefit its diverse customer

base. 

  

NYSE Liffe U.S.'s product offering provides innovative and diverse trading and hedging opportunities. The NYSE

Liffe U.S. metals suite of products includes a fully electronic, liquid market for physically deliverable gold and

silver futures products.  In addition, NYSE Liffe U.S. offers a full range of equity index futures based on the

following MSCI flagship indices:

 

* MSCI EAFE mini index

* MSCI EAFA Net Total Return (NTR) mini index

* MSCI Emerging Markets mini index

* MSCI Emerging Markets NTR mini index

* MSCI USA mini index

* MSCI USA Growth mini index

* MSCI USA Value mini index

* MSCI Pan-Euro mini index

* MSCI Euro mini index

* MSCI Europe mini index

* MSCI Europe Growth mini index

* MSCI Europe Value mini index

NYSE Liffe U.S will also launch a comprehensive family of interest rate futures in Q1 2011. This will be launched

in parallel with the launch of New York Porfolio Clearing (NYPC), its innovative new clearing joint venture with

DTCC. NYSE liffe U.S. will launch Eurodollar futures as well as 2 year, 5 year, 10 year and 30 year U.S.

Treasury futures. Options on these futures are expected to be launched in Q2 2011.

Interest rate futures listed on NYSE Liffe U.S will benefit from the operational and capital efficiencies through the

NYPC clearing solution. NYPC will deliver unique capital efficiencies achieved by calculating margin

requirements based on the total risk within a common FICC and NYPC members's portfolio of US fixed income

securities and derivatives. Additionally all participants that transact U.S. Treasury futures on NYSE Liffe U.S. will

benefit from a highly efficient, streamlined delivery process at expiry between FICC cash bond positions and
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NYPC futures positions, substantially reducing settlement risks at delivery.

 

For more information on NYPC please go to www.nypclear.com.

Help and Support

If you require any assistance or have any questions about the above please contact the Service Desk at the

details shown above.

Best regards,

Global Market Data

NYSE Technologies

www.nyxdata.com
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